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Caution.- This compilation is not intended to serve 

actuarial purposes. It assembles in a single table a vast mass 

of facts relating to the vital, the social, the economic and 

the earning status of the pop~ation, in a form in which these 

statistics have not hitherto been consolidated in Canada, and in 

which it is considered that they may be especially useful. 

Dominion Statistician. 
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THE E!RmQ. POWER OF CANADIAN MALES ~. BY AGES . ..!.ND . D0¥E~TIC 
~SPQ~I~lLITIE~ 

Gainfully occupied Canadian males numbered 5,261,570 (revised figure) 
at' :the date of the census of 1931, out of a total male population of 5,374,541. These 
three and' a quarter million of gainfully occupied male Canadians were by far the main 
element among the country's producing population, although in, providing for the country's 
needs they had the assistance of two-thirds of a million gainfully occupied females. 
Upon the efficiency and the earning power of the three and a quarter millions of Canadian 
m~le producers, the current production and therefore, the current income of the ,Dominion 
mainly depends. It ~s they who in the main carry the burdens of the nation. 

, ' 

Gainfully occup~ed male Canadians as enumerated in the census were 
diyided into four main classes, "wage-earners"', (including all salaried workers), em
ployers, \!workers on own accountU and "no pay\! assistants, including in the main 
farm~rs', sons and others learning their fathers' business. The first was by far the 
largest class, numbering at the date 6,f the cens~s 2,,022, ~33 or approximatel~62:per , 
cent of all gainfully occupied males. Of these latter, 1,948,500 or 59.8 'per 'cent of 
all gainfully occupied males reported their earnings, being practically three-fifths 
of, all gainfully occup~ed male Canadians. The earnings figures of these 1,948,500 
Ca!la~Uan male wage-earners in the twelve month period from June 1, 1930, to May 51, 
1951, as stated by the wage earners themselves to the' qensus enumer,ators, hairebeen 
taken for the purposes -'of this bulletin as, ;r:-epresentatfte of those' of all gainfully 
occupied Canadian males. While this procedu,re may· be called in question, it is t'o be 
remembered; first, that the "wage-earners\! are the only persons whose remuneration is 
either readily ascertainable or j,s now available; secondly, that \!wage-earners";'as 
defined in the; census, include all salaried persons, and therefore incltide a con-, 
siderable number of persons with 'high salaries,sllch as railway pre'sidents, bank 
presidents and cabinet ministers. Acco:bifngly,it is felt that these figures'a:s'a' 
whole are ,fairJ,y representative of the earnirigsof all gainfully occupied Canaciian 
males,whether they are employers or wQrkers on own account, or farmers' sons or others 
serving' what may be described as an apprentice~hip to their life work. 

, For various reasons the statistics of the following table do not g~ye 
a thoroughly representative picture of the normal earning power of Canadian males. 
'I'n~ the first place ,the period 'of' obser.V~tion 'was the twelve month period prior' to 
June 1, i95l -- a period which was one' of declining earIrlngs and serious unemployinent, 
the male workers" of Canada losing ,an averag'e of 10 0 78 weeks of work during the twelve 

'mqnths, or over 20 per cent of their potential working time as again.st not more than 
10 per cent in normal times~ This naturally had the effect of considerably reducing 
their money earnings during the year, as compared with what those earnings would have 
been in normal times, so that all the earnings figures may on this account be con
sidered as lower than normal. Over against this fact, ho~ever, may be placed the 
other, fact that money wages have generally been on the down grade in the two and' a 
h~lf, years from the end of the period of observation unt~l the present time, w4ile em
ployment has certainly not been more abundant. On thi,s ground it might be claimed 
that even the showing made in this table is too favourable to be representative.·· The 
answer to this criticism, however, is that such a study as this must not be considered 
as applying to times more subnormal tqnn the already subnormal period on which it is 
based, :and that recent months have shown a SUbstantial measure of recovery towards, 
thenorm~l, though we are still far below it. Further; while it is recognized that 
the period of oDservation was unfortunately subnormal, it is highly improbably that 
any facil~ties will be afforded for making a similar study on a better basic period 
of observation before the census of 1941, which it is hoped will be a more normal'year 
than either 1921 or 1931. For the next eight or nine years, only the 1951 data are 
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_available for our purposes, and whatever their defects may be we ~ust use them or go with
(jut this study. 

~ . .... ' 

There may be another defe'~ in t~e study 0 While the form of its earlier 
columns suggests that is is a table of the exper:i,ence of the Cana~iian-'-born, its earnings 
figures are based for each .. age· on the experience of immigrant as well as Canadian-born male 
wage-earners. Now in 1931 immigrant wage-earners probably tended to suffer more severely 
from· unemployment than native-born Ca:nadians ande in any-case their earnings Wetif;l i>;r:'obaply 
(m the· average lower tha'fi those of the Canadian-born workers because of the low. grade .of 
\~!ork 'o'n which a larger ~ropo~tion of them than, of. the, nativ:e.,.born Canadians is' engaged. Yet 
there' would ap'pe~rto be 'a proportionately larger number of immigrant wage-eartlers in urban 
commuilities where Iiloney rates of wages' are higher th.an in the country as a whole~Thus, 
any net d6\~nward bias to the figures of earnings on account of immigrant wage-earpers is 
:p!pobably of minor importance. In any case, ear:nings vary widely in the same "occupa:tiOD: :ip 

• (hfferent parts of Canada. . 

Finally, it must be emp~asized that' this study is based entirely on the census 
. of 19 31 ,.?-~cl~ on the earning s of the male'S of ea~h age .who were g ainfully employ~d. in,.j!,he-: . 
twelve:~qn:t1hs from June 1930, to May 1951 inclusive. The average boy of say 15 who has ' .. 
'just c6mm~nce.d to earn may at age 33 on the average be earning $1,041 and at age' 55,t:;e' 

,.:earnillg·$1,J,p9 if the conditions or 1951 are maintained.. But 11:e may' be earningmor~,:or< he 
.·:miiy be' earIling less, w~th the probability in favour of the former, owing to thenatiJ.rfl;}. 
.. 2rogre~·s··0~~·country over any long period of time. The present study, however;oniy:gi'V'es 

\., ~fie actual' average earnings of the males who were 35 years of age or 55 years of age in 1951, 
:'.;and . the purchasing power of their earhings must be regarded as based upon thepux:chas"i:~"" 

. ~~-'i~pwer of· the d~llar as it 'was ,;in 1951. Those who have seen the extraordinary rluctuati6'ns 
• 'o.3..!l tA.~ purchasing powe'r of the dollar in the' past twenty years will be wary of making 
:::lj):rogno~tications ~s to its purchasing power in the future. 

/.Explanations of the Great Table 

The great table which presents the res-ults of the investigation has been 
J:prepared in the form of a life table, thus facil:i,tating its application to the individual 

...• '."~nd his fortunes. It is felt that in this form it is best adapted to practical use,iri~.' 
'·,'CludiIl/5': as it does l1expectancy .of life 11 ,l1expectancy of ea:r:ningsl1, l1expectancy of marrlage l1 

,ci'n.d· ilexpectancy of dependent childrenl1 , data all of which have, be'en compiled on the basis. 
~,,' :.9'f condit;ions as they were in 1951, or (in the case of earnings) as they were in the twelve 
~: 1llonths from June 1950 to May 1951, inclusive. Again it should be noted that the table is 
~:,~·:nuilt up fi-omthe conditions of 1951; Le., on the -assumption that a whole life is passed.. 
ti ;.under these conditions. It is not to the poiJlt that changes in these conditions are eX-
~; ~pected to take place throughout the lives of those now living. What is desired or .atan;y' 
k ':~ate what is possible is to find what kind of a life. is to be expected under the conditions 
~of 19.310 ,.. . 
r.' ;:., The problem to which a solution is attempted i,n the table is to' find for 
f ~every 100,000 persons born, the expectation of occupation, earnings, marriage and < 

. :phildren under 19 (dependent children) at every stage in life. Nineteen was the eaflie~t 
~age at which; under the conditions of 1951, the person was earning enough to.' support 'l1im-
; se~f, tra*"i'ng as the criterion the official cost of- living figures, though it is true that 
the earnings of those under 19 may be of material assistance in balancing the family budget. 

The table is a compendium cjf information, a great deal of which needs care
.ful interpretation, but it has the advantage of having a mass of information in fifteen 

" :colUffi,Ps which can be studied in an easy chair. Divide any column at any ~ge by 100,000 and 
younaye the chances at birth; by the number of persons living at that age and you have the 

; '~ha.ncesif· alive; by column :3 at that age and you have the chances if alive and working 
~. ,'.an}l, so on. The totals at the foot of the columns are rather difficult to interpret, but 

,if:wedivi:de by 100,000 we get the average expectation of life as 59.86 years; ofworld:ng 
,..:J.:.:t!f:~_.a,s 3~!,29years; of married life as 27.42 years and so on. If we divide the total cjf 

i :d6l1imn Zi by that of column 2, we have for each eag,e in column 4 the percentage of the males 
i~;wlto' are' e.ctuaJ:;Ly wor~ng; if we divide column 12 by column 2 we have for each age the' 

ip:&rC.E),liftage of the male popUlation under conSideration, who are married; the thirteenth 
':~09Ju\im;,'g-tvy~ the lf~lJer of children unde.r 19 yepr's for eaCh. age of the male parent, and the 
.'. flfteenEh C'olumn g~ves the average number of dependants on male parent.s of each age. 
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By dividing each successive column by 10.0.,0.0.0., we obtain also the chances at birth 

of being in the category described""at abyag'e and by 'div-iding by the number of persons at th~ 
age 'wanted we obtain the chances ,of being in that category if still living. Thus the ' 
chances at birth of yearly earnings at 19 is $312.65, ,but it still alive at 19 theqhapce is 
.$568 while if alive and working it is about $442. The' chance at birth ofbeine( a't work at , 
the age of 19 ~s '7-0.07 per cent while the chance if alive at that age is about 83.5 per cent. 
The age of highest earnings for those alive and working is,"50. •. At birth the Canadifln males: 
chance of total earnings during life is $37,0.17. This allows 'for his chanc;:e of livi~'~nd. 
working. At birth his chances are 74.42 years of married' life (total colUIim 12 -divIded'hy , 
10.0.,0.0.0.) and that he will have 41.59 years of raising one child under 19 years of age or 
half. of this of raising two children, etc. The age at wh$.ch the greatest numqer ,are1narried
is 42 and the 'age of greatest aggregate earnings is 40., but when we add wife arid children 
under 19 the age at which the Canadian male has "the greatest number Qfd~p~tld~pt~ ,:i,~_,41, I?<?, 
that the maxiII1Um of earning power ,and of dependents practically coincid,e. "',,' 

Leaving aside the preliminaries and, ,coming to the table itself, it lIlay b~noted 
that various important points are brought out. In the first place, the relation be~ween 
the total number of persons living and the number gainfully occupied is, given at each age 
from 13 to 91, establishing the age at which Canadian males entered Upd1their:I:iftl wor]( and the 
age at which they left it under the conditions ,of 195~. It is very Significant, for ex
ample, that about 11 Ber, cent of our 14 year aIds, abdut 27,p~r cent of our l~ ye,ar aIds and 
about 55 per cent of ,qur 16 year aIds are already gainfully a c.cupi ed 0 At the other enq of 
the scale it may be rioted that over 90. per cent of our males are still, gainfully occupied ~ 
at age 60., about 80. per cent at age 6,5, about 66 per cent at age 70.,' 50. iper cent at age 75,(' 
about 55 per cent at age 80. and 20. per cent atoIage 85. While those rec9rded,as,gainful1y 
occupied at very advanced ages are probably to a large extent farmers, ~ho are workers"on 
own account, or employers) ,yet the fact that so large a percentage of our gainfully 
occupied populationis,Of relatively ady-anced age throws an interesting' siq,e-light on such 
questions as that of 'old age pensions. ' ," '. ','" 

Again, the, seventh column establishing the amount of earnings of the ga1nfully 
occupied males as at -each age is a guide to the earning power of the individual at each 
age from youth to advanced old age. This calculation has probably never been made with the 
same degree of fineness 'inUanada before. It is notable that the period at which ,the, (" 
average male person. earns $1,0.0.0. a year or more extends from age 32 to age 62, whil~·the 
maximum ear ning s of $1, 20.8 is reached at 50. " " '," 

Column nine, lIAccumulated Earnings per Personll ; ~hows- what U~e average male ' 
Canadian just born is likely to earn up to age 91 on the basis of the results of the census, 
of 1931. From this column might be calculated at a specified rate of discount the present 
worth of a male Canadian baby at birth. 'But perhaps a more valuable calculation f'or certain 
purposes is column eleven, calculated from the total number of 13 year plds, thus,;avoiding 
the losses due to infantlmortality. The total earning expectancy of an average Cana~ian 
15 year old boy may, on the basis of the Census of 1931, be estimated at $42,957., ,being G, 

total accumulated earnings divided by 86,185, the Il]lIIlber of 15 year old "boys left 'out of " 
the 10.0.,0.0.0. born, w~~ch figure discounted would give the average present worth of :~ C~nadian 
boy of that ageo But if a male Canadian lives to age 91, his life's earnings will cnc the' 
average amount to $52,577 and if he lives and works up to that age, they will amourit on the 
average to $62,1350 , 

The last .four columns of the table are concerned wit)h the family responsibilities 
of gainfully occupied male Canadians for the maintenance of wives and children under 18. 
These responsibil~ties would appear to be heaviest at age 42 when 8305 poCo or about five- . 
sixths of the gainfully occupied male p~rsons are married and the married household has 2.73 
children under 18 to support. It is perhaps somewhat of a contradiction in the table that 
while it s,hows on the one side that over half our 16 year old males and two-thirds ·of our 
17 year Qld males are gainfully occupied, its thirteenth column goes on the assumption that, 
children under 19 are dependents. This, however, may be in part a recognition of the 
principle that we expect greater advantages for our children than we' have ourselves en
joyed and, secondly, ,it has to be remembered that the dependent children are of both sexes,> 

it should be emphasized that while the $62~155 given as the total in column 
11 represents the average earnings of a boy commencing work at age 15 ·and working to the 
extreme old age of 91, the youth who remains at school to, 16 or 18; or goes to unive:rsity 
and is graduated at age 22 is likely, except in case of prematur~ death~ to earn in a 
normal life-time more than the boy who commenced work at age 15. In the long run,. it is 
more ~rofitable to spend the earlier years of life in training for the future than to spend· 
them ~n rendering those classes of service that require little or no preliminary trainfng 
and can therefore, be undertaken by the boy of 13. Engaging in such work at an early age ' 
is apt to mean that the boy remains in a low-wage occupation throughout his working life. 
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born alive, number living at completed age x; also expec~tions 
. under th~ conditions of 19510 

, 

. ~~;.~ .. ~~~~....-~-~...- ...--...:o.._.-_~ __ ~ 
Accumu·-

Accumu-·· Accumu~ 1ateq Total 
1ated 1ated earnings Number Number Depend-

Accumulated earn,," earn:-· per person Number of' of ents 
Earnings. ings ings liV;ing and Married children depend- per 

.~ .. per per working O~la ants person 
person person . up to 

~~-.,...,--

"(8)~-' $ (9~ 
living age x 
nf6)- (II') ffiT (15) (la) - (15) 

.~', ' , 

:<" 

546,885 5 
:~. 

6 155 
. ~, 265,705 25 26 315 

7,423,605 74 )~6 
'if~ , 540 '.-:-,..., .. 

20,141,,145 201 ' 235 810 ~ 

38,327,555 585 448 .!'": 1,125 590 50 ',p·420 .0049 
65l)666,284 637 746 .. ~.., 1,496 854 208 1,042 .0122 
94,951,596 949 1,114 ,;,1,958 3,596 795 ' '·4;191 .0494 

152,°94,046 1,520 1,55~ '.-, , 2,444 5,740 2,175 ~- _,7,915 .0955 
174,607,775 11)746 2p 056 5,005 8,695 4,851 15',546 .1605 
222,559,063 2,226 2,626 5,621 11,950 9,106 21,056 .2502 
275,527,515 2,755 5,251 4271 18,057 15,58~ 55,425 .5984 , 

r 526,277.9 688 5,265 5,864 4,946 25,855 25,085 46,920 05610 
I 582,4,70,202 5;825 4,558 5,660 29,265 51,956 61,219 .7545 
t. "'. 441,984,510 

.~~ . 4,420 5,254 6,413 54,524 '41,767 76,091 .9156 
, 504,854,956 5,048 6,015 7,206 59,102 52,515 91,417 1.1055 

571,9094,265 5,711 6,815 8,059 45,269 65,608 106,877 1.2945 
641,420,969 6,414 7,670 8,920 47,155 74,818 121,975 1.4821 
715,055,929 7,150 8,568 9,840 50,680 85,958 156,618 1.6660 
792,175$1212 7,'921 9,512 10,807 55,847 97,045 150,890 1.8467 
871»626,212 8,716 10j)488 1l,807 56,741 107,851 164,572 2,.0216 
954,.0~0!l516 9,540 11,504 12,848 58,588 118,426 176,814 2.1805 

1 p 056,425,910 10,564 12,9 524 15»895 59,776 128,769 188,545 205541 
1$'119,741 9996 11,198 1.5»560 14~954 60,955 157,665 198,620 2.4686 

" 1,205,8'95;)956 12Jj059 14,610 16,050 62,265 146,465 208,-728 2.6048 
1,290,584,187 1251906 15,696 17 )1145 62,~65 154,851 217,'596 . 2.7242 
1,578, 29<Yp ~75 15,785 16,800 18,274 62,769 161,971 224 '740 '. 208285 
1,467,755,026 14,678 17,951 19,455 62,955 168,075 251,028 2.9212 
1.,558» 7T!, 616 15,588 19)1088 20,618 65,120 171,572 254,692 2.9820 
I p 649»47'7 p 852 16,495 20jl246 21»806 65,270 175,401 ' 256,671 5.0225 
1)l'759!)~02il972 17,599 21!)407 22:1 998 65,520 175,045 256,565 5.0541:3 
1,~29,9~7~417 18!)250 22,570 24,195 65,058 170,557 255,'595 5.0~64 
1,919,420»177 19!)1.94 25~752 25,589 62,727 166,555 22~,D62 2.9762 
2.11°°8»115,557 20,081 24,892 26j)-585 62,586. 159»922 222,508 2.9077 

,. 2,096»096,885 20,961 26:>051 27,781 62,124 152,600 214,724 2~8284 
i· 2,+8'5,465,451 21!)855 27,211 28,979 61,655 .. 144,141 205,776 2.7510 

2, 270!) ?'!li/ 711 22,705 28»572 50,180 60,994 155,205 196,,197 2 0 6248 
2,556,545»686 25,571 29j)556 5151585 60!) 550 126,006 186,556 2.5141 
2,442~165j1518 24~427 50!) 702 52,595 59,64i 116,105 175,746 2.5927 
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Table IA ~ Canada Males: ~ Out of , every 100,000 persons 
of occupations, earnings and dependents, 

Number PoC o ,'- Total Earnings Earnings 
~in- gain- earning~ per per person 

Comp1ete.age x fully fully at person living and 

~-' 
(except 0) Persons occu- bCCU~ age x living working at 

II'!" pied pied at age x age x 

(r) - (1) (2) (5) '(4) $ (5) $ ('6) 

51 72,755 70,154 96 0 4 85,810,150 _ 1,152 1,195 
52 72,017 69,552 96 0 5 81,904,712 1,157 1,181 
55 71,256 68,529 96 0 2 80,110,401 1,125 1,169 
54 70,400 67,654 9601 78,105,984 1,109 1,154 
55 69,499 65,677 94 0 5 74,740,426 1,075 1,158 

-,' --156 -68,527 65,799 ---'9~~1 -, > 71,710,076 1,046 1:,-124 
l .. ~ 

57 6.7,485 62,491 92~6 69,427,501 1,029 1,111 
~- 58 66,569 61,059 92~0 67,042,782 1,010 1,0~8 

59 65,185 59,514 91.5 64,572,690 991 1,085 
60 65,951 57,921 90 0 6 62,091,512 971 1,072 
61 - 62,601 55,559 88 0 4 57,959,955 926 1,047 
62 61,175 52,751 ~602 55,891,082 881 1,022 

·65 59,645 50,102 8400 50,001,796 858 998 
~~ . 64 58,004 47,447 8108 46,165,951 796 975 
~:" 65 56,257 ,44,764- 79 06 42,546,744 755 94-6 
$ " 66 54,555 42,054 7705 ___ 58, 775, 788 715 922 
~ 67 52,554 59,408 75 0 5 55,548,976 675 897 -. 
~~ 68 50,274 56,298 7202 51,252,578 622 861 , 

69 48,180 55,292 6901 27, 465,90fj 570 825 
70 46,057 50,584 6600 24,914,880 541 820 
71 45,810 27,556 62 0 9 21,605,904 495 784 
72 41,524 24,875 59 0 9 18,605,004 448 748 
75 59,195 22,262 56 0 9 15,850,544 405 71.2 
74 56,824 19,774 55 0 7 15,567,224 565 676 
75 54,551 17,582 50 0 6 11,124,480 524 640 
76 51,727 15,070 4705 9,102,280 287 604 
77 29,021 12,885 4404 7,518,680 252 568 
78 26,541 10,879 ~105 5,787,628 220 552 
79 25,795 9;089 3802 4,508,144 189 496 
80 21,286 7,471 55 0 1 5,456,660 161 460 
81 18,688 5,980 52 0 0 2,555,520 156 424 
82 16,178 4,692 2900 1,820,496 115 588 
85 15,807 5,576 2509 1,258,752 91 552 
84 11,615 2,776 2509 877,216 76 516 
85 9,629 1,907 19 0 8 555,960 55 280 
86 7,865 1,515 1607 520,572 41 244 
87 6,528 861 15 06 179,088 28 208 
88 5,014 526 10 0 5 90,472 18 172 
89 5,911 289 704 59,504 10 156 
90 5,005 129 405 12,900 4 lOP 
91 2,269 59 107 2,496 1 64 

"'-
92 ,t t:. 5,715 

57 0 005 -
I_ TOTAL . 5,985,696 5,928,898 yrs. 5,702,156,264 52,577 62,155 
~ 
~-,. 
o· .. -
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born alive, number living at completed age x; also expectations 
under the conditions of 1951 - Conc1udedo 

Accumu-
Acc\1DlU- Accumu- lated .: Total Depend= 

Accumulated 1ated l,ated earnings Number of- ntuDber ents 
Earnings ea:tn~ earn- per persons Number children of per 

ings per ings per living and Married 0-18 depend- person 
person person working up ents 

-" living to age x 

T8) $ (9r- $ (10) '(II) (12) (15) (14) '(15)-

2,525,975,648 25,265 51,854 55,788 59,005 106,425 ' 165,428 202758 
2,6.07,880,560 26,084 52,991 54,969 58,262 96,117 154,979 201520 
2, 687, 990, 761 26,886 54,116 36,158 57,416 8-7,184 144,600 200299 
2,766,094,745 27,667 55,,?f5 57,292 56,559 78,705 155,264 1.9214 
2,840,855,171 28,414 56,500 58,450 55,648 70,202 125,850 ' 108108 

• ", ..... _ ~ .... .,a. 2,912,545,247 29,151 57.i546~~- 59,554 54,685 61 928 --.-~··x16. 615 1. 7017 ,. .. . , , ., . 

2,981,972,748 29,825 58,575 40,665 55,651 54,456 108,087 1.6016 
, . 

5,049,015,550 50,496 59,585 41,765 55,498 47,105 1~0,605 1 05158 
5,115,588,220 51,415 40,576 42,848 51,170 41,028 92,198 _ 1.4144 
5,175,679,552 51,762 41,547 45,920 49,485 55,170 84,655 1.5241 
5,255,619,465 52,542 42,275 44,967 48,591 29,621 78,012 1.2462 
5,287,510,547 52,881 ,*5,:1.54 45,989 46,859 24,716 .,71,575 1.1700 
5,557,512,545 55,581 45,,992 46,987 45,052 20,558 65,570 100960 
5,585,678,274 55,842 44,788 47,960 45,587 17,065 60,452 1 00422 
5,426,025,018 54,286 45,541 48,906 41,605 14,045 55,650 .9896 
5,464,798,806 54,654 46,254 49,828 40,098 11,405 51,501 .9479 
5,500,147,782 55,007 46,929 50,725 58,151 9,194 47,545 09047 
5,551,400,560 55,520 47,551 51,586 56,548 7,507 45,655 .8685 
5,558,,866,260 55,594 48,121 52,411 54,504 6,056 40,560 .8577 
5,585,781,140 55,845 48,662 52,251 51,766 4,915 . p6,681 07968· 
5,605,585,044 56,059 49,155 54,015 29,705 5,974 55,677 .7687 
5,625,990,048 56,246 49,605 54,765 27,655 5,117 50,772 .7411 
5,659,840,592 56,401 50,008 55,475 25,554 2,444 25,998 .6655 
5,655,207,816 56,558 50,571 56,151 23,494 1,975 25-,469 .6916 
5,664,552,296 56,648 50,695 56,791 21,401 1,578 22,979 .6689 
5,675,454,576 56,740 50,982 57,595 19,227 1,257 20,484 .6456 
5,680,755,256 56,911 51,254 57,965 17~095 979 18,072 .6227 
5,686,540,884 36,871 519454 58,495 15,014 772 15j 786 05995 
5, 691,049, 02B 56,916 51,643 58,991 15,110 642 15,752 .5780 
5,694,485,688 56,950 51,804 59,45] 11,282 521 11,803 .5545 
5,697,021,2.08 36,976 51~940 59,875 9,495 406 9,899 05297 
5,698,841,704 36,984 52,055 60,265 7,846 525 8 171 .5051 
5,700,100,456 36,997 52,144 6011 615 6,454 260 6:694 04848 
5,700,977,672 5'7,005 52,220 60,951 5,180 209 ~,589 .4640 
5,701,511,652 57,011 52,275 61,211 4,092 168 4,260 04424 
5,701,852,004 57,014 52,516 61,455 5,170 156 5,506 04205 
5,702,011,092 57,0l.6 52,544 61,665 2,405 109, 2,-514 ·05975 
5,702,101,564 57,017 52,562 61,855 1,800 87 1,887 o576p 
5,702,140,868 57,017 52,572 61,971 1,522 67 1,589 05552 
5,702,155,768 37,017 52,576 62,071 952 51 1,00~ 05540 
5,702,156,264 57,017 52,577 62,155 665 57 700 05085 

37,017 52,577 62,155 1,859 59 1,918 03556 
- •. _:.--.....n... ....... ___ 

2,741,577 4,158,752 6,900,509 
~~-----~ ... --=~ 

'0 __ ..eo-_:~~~ __ ._ 
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THE EARNING POWER OF CANADIAN ~E W.Q~S. -1K_ AGES ~!f.ID. 

PERCENTAGES OF FEMALES WORKING AT EACH AG~ 

Gainfully occupied Canadian females numbered 666,021 at the Census 
of 1931, out of a total female population or 5,002,245, of whom ].))419,529 were 
under 13 years of age, leaving 3,582,716 above that ageo 

The 666,021 gainfully occupied Canadian females recorded at the 
census were divided iIi.to four main classes, "wage~earners" (including all· 
salaried workers), "employers", "workers on own account" and IIno pay assis:t,ants"o 
The first class was by far the largest, including over 82 per cent of the total 
number.. Of these, 528,538 reported their earnings, being 79 0 4 per cent of all 
gainfully occupiedfeptaleso The earnings figures of these 528,538 have been 
taken as representing for the purposes of this bulletin the earnings of all 
gainfully occupied females. In this connection it is to be remembered .first 
that it is only the wage earners whose earnings are available, and secondly, that 
the term "wage-earner", as used in the census, includes all salary earners, 
among them a considerable number of comparatively highly paid workerso !bus. it 
is felt that the figures are fairly representative of the remuneration of all 
gainfully occupied females in the period covered by the statisticso . 

The statistics of the following table, however, do not necessarily 
_ give a thoroughly representative picture of the normal earntilg power of 
Canadian female workerj. In the first place, the period of observation was 
f~om June 1, 1950 to May 31, 1951 .,,- a twelve month period when unemployment was 
larger than usual, though this affected female workers less than maJ;e worket>so 
In these twelve months the- average female wage earner worked only 46 0 59 week.s 
and lost 5.41 we.eks or rather over 10 per cent of her po~ential worklng timeu 
Thus her earnings in this period were presumably less than normal., ye-t the e:x-
per~enc;e:: of the succeeding two and a half years is certainly more unfavourable 
-still, so that the experience in the twelve months prior to the census may be 
considered as representative of conditions prevailing over a considerable period o 

Considering the table, it may be noted first that at no age w~re 
the gainfully occupied females one half of the total number of females of that 
age. The, maximum proportion of the gainfully occupied females to the total was 
reached at'iage 20, when 48.4 per cent of all females were gainfully occupied, 
while at ages 19 and 21 petween 44 and 45 per cent, o't four out of every nine 
females were gainfully occupied. At 22, again, over 40 per-cent of all females 
were gainfully occupied, but thereafter the proportion declined rapidly, 
doubtless mainly owing to marriages. By age 25, the proportion of gainfully 
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occupied females was reduced to less than one-third (5206 poco), by age 28 
to less than one~quarter (2405 pocu), and b.Y age 50 to less than one-fifth 
(1901 poco). By age 54 the proportion of gainfully occupied females to 
total had fallen to less than one-eighth or 1202 poco, and except for a 
slight increase to 1502 poCo at age 39, (apparently due in some degree to 

. widows returning to gainful occupation), it remained between 12 and 13 p.c. 
to age 46, and between 11 and 12 poCo up to age 58, and between 10 and 11 
poCo up to age 65. ' Thereafter the percentage of gainfully occupied females 
to the total shows distinct declines at each year of a'ge, falling to 7.0 p.c. 
at age 70 and 50 8 poco at age 75. From these figures it would appear that 
after 54 marriage takes a comparatively small number of women out of the 
labour marketo Indeed, early marriage may result in putting back into the 
labour market later on a considerable number of females -- possibly as ~y 
as marriage after 54 takes outo Again, it may provide them with dependents-
an invalid husband or minor childreno Widowhood, too, may result in 
putting many women back iinto the labour market, whether it be with or with
out dependentso 

Looking at the table, it becomes evident that the so-called 
emancipation of women is very partialu Leaving aside those under twelve, 
and also leaving out of account those who may be independent as a result of 
income derived from property, it appears that only about 1£.5 p.c. of those 
over 12 are self~sustainingo For a few brief years from 19 to 22 between 
40 and 50 per cent of our young women are self-sustaining and making nearly 
as much money as their brothers of the same ages. But as they go on they 
either get married or fall behind their brothers in remuneration. 

The wage rates of women workers are in the main much less than 
those of men in similar positions, perhaps because a small proportion of 
women workers become more than routine worker~. For a few brief years 
between 37 and 43 the average women worker, who by that time 'is probably 
wedded to her work, gets a remuneration of over $750, reaching a maximum of 
$759 at 40 years of age. From ages 31 to 49 her average remuneration 
exceeds $700 and from 25 to 58 it exceeds $600 and by 64 it falls under $5000 
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Table 1B ~ Canada Females: .- Out of everY 100,000 
.'" 

of oc~'U.r>a$:k~:lSl)S· and 

Number P.Co Total 
Complete age x gairifu11y gainfully eainings 

(except 0) Persons occupied occupied at 
age x 

x . :~-

(3:) ·(2) (5) (4) (5) {ol)Y' 

0 100,000 
0-12 1,166,752 

13 88,526 442 005 29,614 0 
14 88,568 1,679" . 109 209,875 .2 
15 88,185 5,20~ 5~9 - 946,946 11 

"16 87;978 15,'461-- 1503 3,.205,718' ~6 
17 87,760 24,310 2707 7,122;850 81 
18 87,531 52,999 3707 11,450,655 . 131 
19 87,297 59,19.6 44.9 15,678,400 180 
20 87,057 42,136 4804 18,919,064 254 
21 86,809 38,543 4404 19,040,242 219 
22 86,55,0 55,512 4008 18,856,608 218 
25 86,282 52,528 5707 18'; 215,680 211 
24 86,004 29,671' 54 0 5 '17,557,855 202 ~ 
25 . 85,715 27,942 3206 16,9,88',736 198 
26 85,410 25,708 50a·· '16,170,552 189 
27 85,094 23;316 2704 15,152,084 179 
28 84,769 20,768 . 2465· 15;852,256 165 
29 84,455 18,258 . 2106 12,456,554 148 
50 8'4;095 16,.062 1901 11,211,276 155 
51 85,753 14,518 1701 10,165,780 121 
32 83,570 12,756 15;5 9,184,520 110 
35 83,001 11,205 1505 8,168,445 98 
54 82,634 10,080 1202 7,428,960 90 
35 82,271 10,057 1202 7,467,528 91 
56 81,912 9,90S. 1202 7,418,845 91 
37 81,550 10,065 1204 7,587,502 95 
58 81,177 10,140 12 0 5 7,675,980 95 
59 80,791 10,664 1502 8,085,512 100 
40 80,391 10,370 1209 7,870,850 98 
41 79,885 10,145 1207 7,679,765 96 
42 79,562 9,945 1205 7,508,475 94 
43 79,124 9,811 12~4 7,587,685 93 
44 78,670 9,676 1205 7,247,524 92 
45 78,196 9,462 1201 7,059,728 90 
46 77,711 9,325 1200 6,872,525 88 
47 77,201 9,110 1108 6,641,190 86 
48 76;665 9,046 1107 6,:515,120 84 
49 76,098 8,751 1105 6,213,210 82 
50 75,501 8,607 1104 .6,007,686 80 
51 74,875 8,586 1102 .5,777,954 77 
52 74,215 8,257 1101 5,601,160 75 
53 75,505 8,159 1101 5,458,571 74 
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born alive, number living at completed age x, also expectations 
under the· conditions of 19510 

Earnings 
per person 
living 
and working 
at 
age x 

67 
125 _ 
182 
258 
295 
547 
400 
449 
494 
554 
560 
585 
608 
629 
649 
667 
683 
698 
710 
720 
729 
757 
744 
749 
754 
757 
758 
759 
757 
755 
755 
749 
744 
757 
729 
720 
710 
698 
689 
680 
669 

Accumulated 
earnings 

(8 ) 

29,614 
239,489 

1,186,435 
4,390,153 

11,512,985 
22,965,656 
58,642,036 
57,561,100 
76,601,342 
95,457,950 

113,673,650 
151,051,165 
148,019,901 
164,190,235 
179,522,317 
195,174,573 
205,631,127 
216,842,403 
227;008,183 
256,192,505 
244,560,948 
251, 789,908 
259,257,436 
266,676,281 
274,265,785 
281,959~763 
290,025,075 
297,895,905 
505,575,670 
515~082,145 
520,469,1)828 
527,71'7,9152 
554,'756,880 
541,629,405 
548,270,595 
554,785,715 
560,996,925 
567,004,611 
572,782,565 
578,585,725 
585,842,096 

Accumulated 
earnings 
per 
person 

(9) 

2·-
12 

-. , .•.. - .... - .. -.. 44 
115 
250 
586 
576 
766 
954 

1,157 
1,510 -
1,480 
1,642 
1,795 
1,932 
2,056 
2,168 
2,270 
2,562 
2,444 
2,518 
2,595 
2,667 
2,745 
2~819 
2,900 
2,979 
5,G:56 
5,151 _ 
5,205 
5,277 
5,548 
5,416 
5,485 
5,548 
5,610 , 5,670 
5,728 
5,784 
5,858 

AccUI!lulated 
earnings 
per person 
living 

(10) 

2 -
15 
'-49 

150 
261 
441 
675 - -

_.894 
1,112 
1,525. 
1,525 
1,725 
1,912 
2,091 
2,254 -_ 
2,402. -
2,535 
2,656 
2,766 
2,864 

"2,954 
5,045 
5,156, -_ 
3,229 
5~524 
5,424. 
5,522 
5,618 
5,712 
5,805 
5,897 
5,987 
4,075 
4,161 
4,245 
4,527 
4,407 
4,484 
4,559 
4,655 

Accumulated 
earnings per 
persons 
starting Vlork 
at 15 and -living

.and working 
up ,to age x 

(11) 

67 
192 
574 
612 

- 905 
1,252 
1,652 
2,101 
2,595 
5,129 
5,689 
4,274 
4,882 
5,511 
6,160 
6,827 

. 7,510 
8,208 
8,918 
9,658 

10,567 
11,104 
11,848 
12,597 
15,551 
14,108 
14,866 
15,625 
16,582 
_17,:1'67 

_ 17,890 
18,659 
19,585 
20,120 
20,849 
21,569 
22,279 
22,977 
23,666 
24,546 
25,015 



Comp1et.e age x 
(except 0) 

~:~ 
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(1) 

54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
'64 
a5 
Q.6 
~7 
ag' 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 l-

TOTAL 

<., 

Table 1B - Ca.ne:@~ 

Number 
gain-

Persons fully 
oeeu- ,..:. .. ,,' . 

pied 

(2) (5) 

72,741 8,074 
71,914 8,054 
71,920' 8,025 
70,Q~1 7,917 
69,030: . 7,,662 
67,9~8 :' 7 , 4d4---~,-
66,760. " 7,145 
p"~,512 6,944 
64"'°1"l2 6,674 

" , 

62,758 6,274 
61,205' 5,€H4 ' 
59,5'57 5,559 
57,799 5,fQ@ 
55,948 4,8~2 
54,028 4;576 
52,053 4,112 
50,021 5,752 
47,912 5,554 
45,730 3,ll:0 
43,458' 2,781 
41,076 2,647 
38,504 2,2,55 
35,704 2,055 
32,785: ' 1,7.58 
29,865 1,-\1:04 
27,089 244 

f 

150 424 , , 

6,211,681 782,956 

.".'l"!ii.' " 
"~x2~," 

~~'>~ 
> 

f.l~1ri@J,~ $ : 
,~~, df , ' 

.' 
,.I '~.~;~ .~ 

P.O.' TOU'll 
gain.,. earnings " j 

fully at 
oceu~ age x . 

.,;.:,~ . 
pied 

(4) $ (5) $ (6) 

110+ 5,312,692 75 
11.2 5,202;~84 72 
1105 5,071,~00 71 
1103 4,892,706 ",.70; 
lL:L 4,6?0,186 "s1. 
10 0 9 4,558,744 64; 
10.7 4,064,567 61 
10.6 5,805,512 58 ' :i"'~ 
10.4. 5, 517,i98 55 ~, 
10.Q 5,174,,644 51 
9.5 2, 8:l~_, 79,0 46 ·f 
9.5 2" 'fi);7GJ,09.6 43 ~ 
. !" 

9.0 2,5~,,2'Sa '40 ;;~ 

' ( ~ .. 
8.~ 2, 9:5(ih ,~'e4, 56 "" .. , 

55 :~, 8.] 1, 763,,5~8 
f ,".: *: 

7.~ 1,585,120 50 
7.5 1,588,2'40 28 

... 

7.0 1,180,608 25 
6.8 1,048,070 25 ~ 

6.4 889,920 20 
602 769,194 19 
5.8 656,405 i7 
5.7 555,205 1.5 
5.5 420"..596 15:-
407 508,880 10: 
0.9 48,068 2 

---'~.::i 
" 

9.994 448,141,271 5,675: 
;a:s. 
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born alive, number living at completed age x, also expectations 
the conditions of 1931 ,~ Concluded. 

Earnings Accumulated 
per person Accumulated Accumulated earnings per 

~. 

living Accumulated earnings earnings persons starting 
and working Earnings . per per person work at 13 and 

-0 at age x person living living ~nd working 
up to age x 

$ (7) $ (8) $ (9) $ (10) $ (11) 

658 589,154,788 3,892 4,706 25,673 
646 594,557,672 3,944 4,778 26,319 
632 - 599,429,472 3,994 4,849 26,951 
618 404,322,178 4,045 4,919 -, 27,569 
603 408,942,364 4,089 4,986 '-, 28,172 

.... ·586 415,281,108 4,155 5,050 28,758 
569 417,545,475 4,175 5,111 29,527 
548 421:,150,787 4,215 5,169 29,875 
527 424,667,985 4,247 5,224 50,402 
506 427,842,629 4,278 5,275 50,908 
485 430.,662,419 4,5-07 5,521 51,593 
464 455,9252,515 4,552 5,564 51·,857 
445 455,558, 775 4,555 5,404 52,500 
422 457,569,457 4,516 5,440 32,722 
405 159,552,965 4,5~5 5,475 35,125 
585 440,~16,085 4,409 5,503 55,.510 
570 442,504,325 4,4?5 5,551 55,880 
552 445,484,955 4,455 5,556 :34,252 
557 444,555,005 4,445 5,579 54,569 
520 445,422,925 4,454 5,599 . 54,889 
502 446,192,117 4,462 5,618 55,191 
285 446,828 11 522 4,468 5,635 55,476 
263 447,565,727 4,474 5,650 55,759 
242 447,784»525 4,478 5,665 55,977 

v. 220 448,095,205 4,481 5,675 56,197 
197 448,141,1)271 4 11 481 5,675 56,594 

-. 
36 11 594 
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Appendix. - Basic Principles Underlying the Oonstructionof T;a.bles l~.a:nd" ;rL. 

The foregoing tables must not be given more weight than they .claim for 
themselves.:. They deal with aggregates only and can never be used to apply to particular 
individuals.,~ The same is true of any' ,aggregate. Thus it is no more sound to argue 
that if a John Bro\VIl is killed at the age of 37 the world is deprived of $24,000 of 
earnings than to'argue that because the average height of men of his race is 5' 7", John 
Brown wears a size 7 shoe. Averages must not be used as proofs with regard to any in~ 
dividual; they are merely guides or standards to which to refer what is actually as:;: 
certained about that individual. But where groups of individuals are considered, the 
larger the group the greater is the likelihood of substantial conformd.ty with the 
average of all the individuals under consideration. 

An enormous amount of prelimin.;try calculation was made before the cal··" 
culation of Table I. was undertaken, particUlarly-with reference to the four following 
questions:-

10 Would such a table apply truthfully to a particular individual? 
2. Would it apply truthfully to the agg~egate population~ 
3. Would it apply truthfully to the chance individual: i.eo a 

person picked out of that population at random? 
4. Would it apply truthfully to any other period than that for which 

it was calculated, viz., the year ended June 1, 1931? 

1. The answer to the first question is a decided No o It should never be used 
to apply to a particular individual even on a priori grounds, apart from the nature of 
the data with which it deals. The tremendous difference in the capacities of in~· 
dividuals has been established so firmly that it should not be necessary to introduce 
the caution that the data of this table should not be used to apply to a particular 
individual. Apart from these ~ priori grounds, the data on unemployment and earnings 
bear marks of a personal equation in the answers to the census en~erator that is even 
more decided than in answers with reference to certain other attributes .- say age; 
~., it may be mentioned that when A is asked how many weeks he was idle he is more 
apt to say 6 than either 5 or 70 The preference for round numbers is very pronounced 
in data of employment. Efforts were made to ascertain whether this was due to un~· 
familiarity with figures' (the data used being the employment figures of 1921). It 
so happened that actuaries, accountants, teachers, etc., showed this tendency to a 
more pronounced degree than unskilled laboUrers. However, such a tendency cancels out 
in an aggregate, but the point illustrates the danger of applying the results of 
averages to individuals o 

20 Does it apply truthfully to an aggregate population? The answer to this 
depends upon (a) the truthfulness of the raw data; (b) the precision with which 
certain operations were performed, such as graduating the age-groups in which the 
data were given in,to single years, and (c) the uses-1'or which the material is desired. 

To dispose of (b) first, no serious error can. arise from the difference 
between the method used in graduating and any good method. So far as possible, con~ 
ventional methods were used. The population was smoothed Tor the purpose of a life 
table Qy conventional methods. The age groups for which the number of persons gain 
fully occupied and earnings were given were graduated by the method of differenceso 

f 
i 
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Througho~t the great part of the age range the figures fell into such logical 
arrangement that there was no great difficulty. The greatest difficulty in 
such graduation is nearly always at the two extremes, but it will be readily 
seen that ~hile this applies in a life table where the most difficult place 
of all is where the largest numbers occur, viz., ages under 5, the numbers in 
emplpyment and earnings figures are so small at the extremes that a slight 
error would not appreciably affect the main resultso Care was taken through
out that when earnings were graduated by single years and ~orkers similarly 
graduateq, the earnings multiplied by the workers~or each year totalled the 
same for the age~groups appearing in the Census as the total earnings ·of these 
groups in the Census o This is regarded as a suffici,ent guarantee for the 
adequacy of the method usedo Further, at the extreme early ages of employment 
the single years were given by the Census, so that one source of difficulty was 
thereby removedo At the o~her extreme the ages were carried on until the 
workers, graduated by fourth differences,-dISappeared. In the case of men 
this was the age of 92; in the case of women 79. The earnings, etc., were 
governed accordingly. However, it would make practically no difference to the 
significance of the table- whether the workers were killed off at 92 or at, 
sa.y., 85; the numbers, earnings, etc., at these ag~~ are practically insi~ificanto 

The accuracy of the raw data was made a subject of a rather long 
study in connection with the Census of 1921. The cOI?oclusion then was, that, 
as applied to averages rather than individual,S, the Q.ensus data of employment 
and earnings have a sati!3f~c:to:nr degree of accil~acy.with reference to number 
employe,d on June 1; peribdworked dUring the year, divided into week groups; 
and yearly earnings. To investigate the.accl!I'acy of 'the data on earnings a 
number of cities were taken where the wage 'rate per hour of different occu
pations and the number of hours worked during-the "week were reported by the 
Labour Gazette. A calc~ation was made of the yearly earpings of 1920-21 in 
these cities on the bas'is of the time worked during the year reported by the 
Census of 1921 was compared.with the earnings rE?Ported by the Censuso The 
following table shows the results for the city of Toronto o It will be seen that, 
considering the differences in the source of the . ,data, the incidence of such 
factors as part=time empl,oritent and over-time employment; the fact that 
certain persons with a given'occupation on June ::J., Drl,'ght have worked part of the 
year at another occupation and other difficulties, the correlation between the 
calculated and the recorded figures is very closeo This could not conceivably 
happen unless the two were measuring the same thingo 
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Table A--::;Earnings of .Males~~5~49 in 'Toront~ 1921~_~ColJ.l1?1!:red 
]!ith Average Weeks .Einploy:e~.Wa:ge 'Ra.im Per Hour and HoUrs" P~r:We'elF on Schedu.!E! 

" ." _. . -, - --.. -. -~ -. .. 

4 Earnings as 
.- 1 2 3 Hours calculated 

Occupation Average Average Hourly per from Error 
~ __________ ~_~~ e~wJpgs weeks ra~~~~~L.>.~. ~~~ 

10 Bricklayers (Constro) $ 19119 
20 Carpenters (Constr.,) 1~155 
50 Electric workers (Consti'o) 15>,295 
40 Painters (Constru) 11"'084" 

. 5. Plasters (Constro) 1,071 
6u Plumbers (Constro) . 1,25'6 
70 Sheet metal (Constro) 1»104 
80 Stone cutters. (Con.stro) 1,D.9 
90 Labourers (Constro) 820 

1d~ Blacksmiths (Iron and Steel 1~114 
110 Boiler makers (Iron and Steel) 1,9198 
120 Machinists (Iron and Steel) 1))220 
15" Iron moulders (Iron and Steel) 1,092 
l~o Compositors (Printing & Bookbinding) Ij)520 
15. Pressmen (Printing.and Bppkbinding) 11)455 
16 0 Bookbinders (Printing &: Bookbinding) ~~425 
170 Conductors (Street railways)' 1,525 
180 Linemen (Transportation) Ip471 
~19 .• Shedmen (street Railways) Ij) 295 
200 Electricians (Street Railways) 1,441 
2Lo Trackmen & Lab o (StF~et Railways) 1,116 
2~" Labourers (Civic) 1J)158 
2~.~ Firemen (Civic) 1)158l 
24" Policemen (Civic) .' l,q18 
25" Teamsters (Transp0l:'tat.~on) l!1i$7 

3706 
4h3 
45,,8 
'42~ 7 
38 0 0 

. 4304 
59,,7 
370.6 
3807 
4401 
~504 
44,8 
4~,,1 
4805 
47~4 
46,,3 
4908 
48.,,8 
4904 
4906 
4805 
45 0 6 
5104 
50 0 5 
4EL,3 

100 
90 
871.. z 
75 

100 
90 
90 

100 
60 
'7"--l ,V-z 
83 
651 
75 
79 
75 
16! 
60 
65 
521.. 
521 
54 
60 
48! 
78 
48 

44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
44 
52 
49 
46 
4'7 
49 
48 
48 
46 
48 
48 
48 
48 
48 
44 
72 
48 
54! 

$ 1,0.68 
1,1'72 
1,400. 
1,101 
1,0f39 . 
l,29S 
1,~4 
Ij)068 

814 
.1,189 
1,239 
1.9139 
1,q64 
1,5.00 
1,400. 
Ij)559 
1)1383 
i.9 378 
1 292 , , 

1,504 
1,252 
1,.112 
1,60.6 
1,60.0 
1)1254 

.-~-~--~~-~---~~~ 

Average 74 47 
'--~~----------'-------------------------------------------------' 

$ 51 
--HI 

·,·l05 
-17 
""-18 
-.5'~ 

20 
51 

6 
m45 
.. 41 

82 
28 
20. 
35 
86 

~·58 

93 
3 

1~7 
=156 

2~ 
-·25 

48 
--67 

.... -~y 

-
~ 

3~ The third qU,estion is "Does it truthfully apply to the chance individual?" i~ev, 
.. 

if a person is picked out·at random from the ,populatiqnare the facts of the table more 
li~ely to apply to this person than any other facts referring to the same subject? This 
115, undoubtedly, the most important of the three question~j) and if the answer is in the 
affirmative it is as far as statistical ,analysis professes to go~ since we always have to 
pegard the prediction value of statistics with suspici.on" 

The answer to this question depends upon the general behaviour of employment 
dat.a and a great deal of preliminary study was given to this behaviour; L~o the behavlour 
around the averageo The question resolves i tselfinto another question --... is the average 
apt to be more representative than any other single fact in employment and earning data? 
C<mceivably it might not. beo Thus if out of 100 men, 10. earned $600 a year; 10earnee:i 
$700; 10 earned $800 and so on, the average would be $1050 but clearly this figure would 
not be more representatiYe than $600 or $700jJ etc" If, however, the largest nu,mber got 
$10.&0. and a smaller number got something close to $1050.'1 above and below it; a still 
.amaller number got a sum a little further from $1050 and so on; then $10.50. would1?e 
representative because,~t was the most probably single figure whjl.e any other sing~e .. ' 
figure would be tied down: 'to a cert.ain distance frQnl $J.050... ..-
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Now if in the nature of employment data the facts wander allover and there 

is no central tendency, then no table, however carefully prepared, would represent the 
chances of the individual, and the only way to know whether this is so or not is by a 
ver-:f intensive and extensive study of the data. We are faced by the variability in the 
rate of individual wages even in the same occupation; in the time lost during the year; 
in the differences between occupations; in the differences between industries and 
localities; by seasonal fluctuations; by ages of workers, sex, etc. The age factors are 
taken care of in the table and they are the most important. It remained to test the 
others. Particular attention· was paid to the time lost during the year, seasonal changes, 
occupational differences and localities. In connection with the Census of 1921., a 
hl.Uldred occupations .Or sub-classes of industries were selected for the whole of Canada; 
Leo all the sub-classes having sufficient numbers of employees to give reliable results. 
These occupations ,uere studied individually for the behaviour of the number of weeks lost. 
during the year arranged in frequencies such as "Number losing no time; losing 1-4 weeks; 
5··8 'lleeks~ etc." The conclusion was that these frequencies show greater fidelity to 
normal frequency than is usually found in statistical data. Perhaps the most 
significant fact shown is that in the individual occupations as well as the aggregate of 
.Occupations, the majority lose no time, while the remainder cling desperately to this 
ideaL The difference between an occupation that loses a great deal of time and one 
that loses little time was generally due to the fact that the gradually diminishing 
numbers lost more weeks in one occupation than in another; Le., suppose an occupation 
of 100 men and that 60 lost no time; 20 lost 1~4 weeks; 10 lost 5-8 weeks; 5 lost 9-12 
weeks and so on until the 100 were exhausted. Another occupation also of 100 men, might 
lose more time than this, but the number losing no"time might be very close to the 60, 
while the proportions losing time might gradually diminish according to the number of 
weeks lost, so that the average loss might be comparatively small. The difference . 
between the two consists mainly in the fact that in the better occupations the higher 
week intervals would have few or none, while in the worse.off the time lost would be 
spread allover the year. Thus the worse occupations would ·hav~ a number losing 52 
weeks while the better would not. The greatest part of the total weeks lost would be 
lost by the extremes involving the smallest fraction of the total number of workers. It 
is clearly a different case when 100 men lose 600 weeks, each man losing 6 weeks and 
when the 100 men lose 600 wee~s but 60 of them lose no time; 50 lose 4 weeks on an 
average; 20 lose on an average 24 weeksv 

Thus there seems to be an unusual ~umber of factors in time lost from work 
that remain constant, while the variables involve smaller numbers of persons, the 
greater the variable. The same law that connects the individuals of any occupations 
also connects the different occupations~ Thus between one extreme like longshoremen 
and the other like bank managers the 100 occupations were capable of being ,arranged 
in a normal series. All seemed to be tied down to a common centre. 

•. The same normal frequencies were observed in the reports of firms from 
month to month throughout the ten years from 1921 to 1951. An attempt was made in 
connection vdth the Census of 1951 to measure the influence of localities in the matter 
of yearly earnings according to the weeks worked. In this case forty selected 
occupations were taken in each of the nine provinces, and the balance of the occupations 
were combined into a group in each province, except that a few groups that were very 
small Vlere combined with others, giving a total of 563 occupation groups for the 
Dominion. The results are shown in the following table where the average earnings of 
the 363 occupation groups according to the number of weeks worked are shown. The in
fluence of localities was removed in the follovnng mannero The weekly rate of each 
occu~ation was expressed, not in dollars, but as multiples of the weekly rate for un-
skilled labour.in each province~ The earnings are shown in dollars in the table below, 
merely to save confusion, having been translated back to dollars by mu1tiplyin~ the 
number of labour weeks ascertained by the average labour week rate for Canada. It will 
be readily seen that this was not necessary~ and that it did not affect the arrangement 
of the groups in the table. The imlJOrtant feature of the table is the behaviour of the 
groups around the average or averages.. The centra~ tendency is unmistakab180 
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TABLE Bo - Average yearl yearnings ern! averSfle weeks of work of male wage-earners i.n forty. 
in eachgreup, ranged by' average number of weeks worked by each. group in 

wage s!=a 1 e preva i Ii ng 

Noteo~ The original data of this table ~re 

' .. 
. _--- ---.-. ,-_ .. ,- -,._-

Average 
Number·of I[!arni~s J\" 
occupation In ea 26 
. grQyps ~cupation End 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 31J .35 .:36 37 
considerecIX . . group . under 

Interv~1 ::$66 
---,-_.---- .- - ------- ---------.---

$ 

8 2376 
2 2310 
2 221111 
1 2178 
1 2112 
2 2046 .-
3 1980 
2 1914 
'. 1848 
5 1782 
3 1716 . - -
4 1650 
3 1584 
8 1518 

10 1452 ~ 

~. 12 1386 510 
11 1320 
17 1254 ~ 

;11 20 1188 304 
20 1122 2311 554 
29 1056 29 641 731 
22 990 358 583 1,765 
29 924 480 133 502 
38 858 482 4,524 78 146 999 395 
29 792 270 252 7,999 4D 734 2,136 184 12,463 1125 
35 726 420 29 6,284 60 10,328 767 1,542 20,923 10,028 840 65 
16 660 1,020 - 5,.474 10 2,870 2D384 14 1,134 
13 594 318 - 2,906 188 7,044 15 5.133 
2 528 20 -
8 462 39,197 272 15,983 138,.357 149,391 19,911 
4 396 101 . 25,320 17,149 
Ij lhder 396 28 -

'''' 
Total 2,177 281 IIj,664 64,715 11,68343,460 19,653 142,436 171,159 31,699 15,325 110,384 

--~-

Noo of 
Total 363 occupation 

13 2 4 ·6 5 9 7 6 5 13 17 eroups 
represented 

x These 363 occupational groups include forty groups in selected occupations End one general occupational group 
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